Coffin Selection
Traditional in its shape this coffin
is created with a strong

internal wooden frame and
hand woven bamboo outer
panels. Comes with a

natural unbleached calico
lining.

Natural Legacy

These natural coffins are
made in Yorkshire using

pure new wool, supported

on a strong recycled

cardboard frame. Wool is a

fibre with a true “green” lineage
that is both sustainable and

biodegradable.

Poppies

Manufactured from Forest Stewardship Council
certified medium density fibre board with
a variety of different designs
printed on biodegradable
paper using water based
inks.
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Part of our ‘Floral Tributes’
Range.
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Coffin and Casket Range

Daisy Bamboo
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Evenlode

Windrush

Limed Oak effect with matching moulds.

An Oak style veneer coffin with deep routered
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‘Penshaw’ panel sides, ends and
raised lid.

Loddon

An Elm effect with matching moulds.

Ock

A Mahogany style veneer coffin with double
mould to the lid and a No 2
raised lid. Polished in
medium Mahogany.

Isis

Thames

veneered matching moulds.

unadorned sides, a raised lid and deep

An Oak veneer style coffin with

A traditional solid Oak coffin with simple,
moulds to the base. This
dignified coffin is

polished to a gloss

finish and furnished

here with electro brass
handles.
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Cherwell

Trinity Head of Christ

coffin with feature deep panels to

Of Christ’ carved into decorative panels

A traditionally crafted solid Oak

Cherwell has a high raised lid
and is polished to a rich
gloss finish.

on the sides, and a gently

shaped raised lid.

The Trinity Head of

Christ comes in a warm

Oak, each with matching
wood bar handles.

Avon

English Casket

Mid Oak stained coffin, with

swing lid, made by a dedicated

A traditionally crafted, semi solid
shaped feature panels to the
sides and ends. With a

high raised lid and gloss
finish, this classic coffin

An Oak veneer casket with raised
cabinet maker to ensure
the highest standards.

Fitted with a silk casket set.

can be fitted with handles

suitable for either cremation
or for burial.

Last Supper

Essence

Oak veneer over medium density fibre

which comes with a matching handle

A traditional coffin made using a solid
board. A delightful ‘Last Supper’
feature panel is found

on the sides, and comes

with a raised lid. Polished

in a rich Teak colour with a
gloss finish.

A solid wood casket in elegant white,
bar, a half top opening lid,
and a wonderful delicate

interior. A truly wonderful
casket.
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the sides and butt joint ends. The

A magnificent solid Oak coffin with the ‘Head
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Brown Economy Cardboard

Whitby Woodland

manufactured from corrugated

Formaldehyde Board. Polished

These high quality cardboard coffins are
cardboard, which is

strong and sturdy while

remaining lightweight and
easy to manage.

An oak style veneer coffin using Nil
with natural water based

polish. Available with Bar
handles, Ring handles,

or Rope handles. Fitted

inside using biodegradable

cremfilm, cotton lining and
cotton frill.

Shannon

Daisy Traditional Banana

panels found on the sides and

created with a strong inner

A clear finished Oak coffin with bridge
ends. The Shannon follows

a classic Irish coffin design

and is shown here with brass
effect metal bar handles.

Traditional coffin shape and
wooden frame with a hand
woven Banana Leaf outer

shell. Comes with a natural
unbleached

calico lining.

Buckingham

Brighton

hardwood casket with decorative

sides, and crafted biodegradable

A superior solid Mahogany style
panels to the sides and ends,
fluted corner pillars and

split swing statesmen raised
lid. This handsome casket

is polished in a medium

Mahogany high gloss finish.

A solid Pine coffin with a plain lid and
pine handles to match.

Polished or unpolished.
European Pine - F.S.C.

certified. Fitted with

biodegradable cotton lining.

Ring Handles

Rope Handles

